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C10 HD PLUS Compact Broadcast Console
Compact, Affordable, Powerful, Easy To Use

Since its 2009 launch the C10 has rapidly matured to become the industry leading mid-scale digital broadcast console. The
success of the C10 comes from its combination of size, intuitive operation, price and performance. It is designed for a wide
range of on-air applications in fixed installations and OB vehicles. It combines the highest standards of reliability and
performance with intelligently simplified design and operation, in an exceptionally cost effective and compact package. The
C10 deploys the same processing and software power of the larger C100 console, offering all of the robustness along with
SSL’s renowned signal processing, in an intuitive user interface designed for the smaller budget broadcast market and a
wide range of users. C10 has helped broadcasters worldwide transition to digital HD production and significantly improve
the quality of their audio.

www.solidstatelogic.com

Key Benefits
• Proven robust reliability & ultimate redundancy with fully mirrored system capability.

• A compact, highly affordable system with the quality, features, power and robust reliability to deliver
superb on-air audio.

• Solves many broadcast and production challenges with operational features that simplify and/or
automate key processes.

• Helps users of all skill levels deliver professional results with a simple, logical interface that is easy to
operate.

• Straightforward and cost-effective to install with DSP processing built into the control surface.

• A choice of fader configurations and a range of I/O options to suit a wide spectrum of applications and
budgets.

• Production Automation interface maximises productivity by providing complete integration with full
newsroom automation.

KLVX, USA
“KLVX employees, professional-level audio mixers and high school or college students work on
our programs. The C10 can be tailored to the skill level of a wide variety of users in a way that
isn’t intimidating to student operators, yet isn’t at all underpowered for the professionals.”
George Molnar - Director of Engineering
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C10 delivers professional results for users of all skill levels
www.solidstatelogic.com

Production Assistants
The C10 includes a range of unique software features designed to streamline
production workflow. Each offers an innovative solution to a specific broadcast
production challenge. They are all integrated into the console surface, placing hands
on control at the heart of your workflow. Most automate key production tasks leaving
experienced engineers free to concentrate on other aspects of the production or
enable non specialist operators achieve professional results. These Include;

• Dialogue Automix
Automated mixing of fast paced multi mic talk shows.

• 5.1 Upmix
Convincing and adjustable automated Stereo to 5.1 Upmixing and Downmixing. 

• C-Play
Dual player cart style audio playout built into the console surface.

• Production Automation Integration
Integration with Grass Valley Ignite, Ross Overdrive, Sony ELC & Mosart
Production/Newscast Automation systems.

• DAW Control
Maximise studio productivity with console DAW control for post production.

Read more online at www.solidstatelogic.com/C10

The C10 is designed specifically for use in broadcast environments where a broad range
of individuals with varying roles and skill levels need to use an audio console. C10 takes
the quality, power and pure audio excellence of the larger, network-proven Solid State
Logic C100 console and presents it in a streamlined multi layered user interface.

For Advanced Users 
Beneath its elegant, deceptively simple surface, C10 offers all of the power,
sophistication and benchmark performance capabilities of the acclaimed C100
console. Experienced Operators will find that this refined and simplified control
surface makes configuring and running shows a truly rewarding and comfortable
experience. Key operational features remain available for immediate hands-on
operation at the highest level of the control interface and extensive system
information is available at a glance at all times. Experienced Operators will appreciate
how quickly and easily they can drill down into the sheer depth and sophistication of
the world’s finest and most comprehensive Routing, Monitoring and Processing
environment to keep pace with the demands of more sophisticated projects. 

For all users 
C10 ensures that all users are presented with a system that offers a degree of
control and functionality that suits their operational context and skill level. This is
achieved through our unique ‘Feature Match’ system where a set of user
operational modes in conjunction with predefined Shows and Channel Presets
ensures that users will not ‘damage’ the system configuration accidentally and
compromise program intelligibility. Saved Projects contain a set of console channel
layouts together with their routing and processing settings for instant recall of a
specific show configuration. ‘Channel Presets’ enable the channel settings for an
individual presenter or any other audio source to be saved and recalled from the
Preset Library.

There are four operational modes; The ‘System Administrator’ has access to all
system configuration and operational settings. ‘Standard’ mode enables a skilled
operator to run complex shows by recalling and editing Projects with access to all
but the deepest system settings. ‘Preset’ mode allows every day users to recall pre
made Projects and manipulate fader levels to manually run shows. Additional
channels can be added and individual Channel Presets recalled. In Locked mode
the C10 is ready for Station Automation with almost all features of the control
surface completely locked.

ITN, London
“We were looking for a compact-sized solution that was expandable.
Looking at the architecture of the C10 and the way the I/O was
configured, the C10 was the perfect choice for this application.”
Steve Luck - Senior Team Leader, Broadcast Support
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Streamlined user interface
C10 benefits from decades of audio console design and delivers the immense power of the C100 audio engine in an elegant
streamlined user interface. C10 employs a combination of dedicated & assignable hardware controls, touchscreen interface
and ‘channel info’ displays to create a simple, logical, intuitive and comfortable system. 

The console is compact ensuring that all of the Hardware Controls are within very easy reach and labels are easy to read. The
layout is uncluttered and logical with key operational features assigned dedicated hardware controls. The C10 Channel Info
screens present a refined dedicated display of channel routing and metering with all top level settings visible at all times.
SSL’s innovative ‘Eyeconix’ system provides instant visual recognition of each channel’s audio source. The lower section of
the Channel Info screens combine with adjacent assignable hardware controls for easy access to inputs and sends. Control
Surface channels are freely configurable as mono, stereo or 5.1, have flexible processing order and are arranged in easily
configured and selected layers. The C10 design and colour scheme avoids eye fatigue even on long sessions.

The Centre Section hardware controls provide immediate hands on access to: recall of Presets for immediate use,
assignment of editable parameters to ‘Channel’ & ‘Centre Section’ Assignable Controls, Monitor source and destination
selection & level setting, and a ‘Master Channel’ featuring a set of hardware controls for EQ, Dynamic and FX controls for
adjustment of any selected channel. 

The Central Touchscreen provides clear, permanent, simultaneous master and bus level monitoring and instant access to
configuration tools for authorised users. The SSL software interface makes accessing, displaying and adjusting routing and
processing settings fast and effective. Unlike other systems where users must scroll through layers and pages to access
parameters, SSL’s unique OS means you select one or many channels (using channel Attention buttons) and within a couple
of screen touches your channel settings are recalled and displayed for adjustment. System configuration menus are equally
streamlined, reducing the required Administrator time for system configuration and Preset creation.
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Engineered for reliability
The C10 offers the exceptional level of reliability which the broadcast industry demands, and which SSL customers have come
to know. The C10 is manufactured to the very highest standards at SSL HQ in Oxford, England, with all of the pride and
tradition of UK manufacturing.

Service & Support options
SSL is committed to the highest levels of pre- and post-sales service and support, ensuring you get the performance you need,
backed up by our world-class team of engineers and experts. From specification and commissioning, through to installation
and training, we’ll be on hand to ensure you get the absolute very best from your equipment purchases. 

www.solidstatelogic.com

Our Commitment to Customer Support
A great product is only the start of what sets SSL equipment
apart. We believe the world’s best products demand the best
support. To provide this, SSL has a network of sales and service
centres throughout the world, including offices in New York, Los

Angeles, Paris, Milan and Tokyo. Through these offices, and our distributors in
other countries, a full program of backup and technical support is guaranteed.

Commissioning and Training 
To ensure you get the most out of your C10, our commissioning
engineers will help ensure that the C10 configuration is
optimised to users requirements. Our training will provide you
with the skills and confidence to tackle the most demanding

project. Maintenance Training will provide you with the in-house skills to deal with
any eventuality with confidence and may lower maintenance costs and downtime.

SSL Extended Warranty & Support
When you buy a console, you have the right to peace of mind.
You can maintain this reassurance beyond the factory warranty
and protect your investment with an SSL Extended Warranty. This
provides you with great cover and the ability to budget operating
costs accurately and may cost less than you think. 

Spares
Having spares on site is the quickest way to diagnose and resolve
hardware issues. We offer a full range of spares, also available as
packages and through our advance exchange service.

Proprietary, robust, virus-proof hardware and 
software systems
Unlike other broadcast audio systems, the C10’s console computer systems are
100% proprietary, so the C10 is extremely stable, robust and virus-proof.

Internal processor simplifies installation
The C10’s fanless Blackrock processor is built into the console’s chassis. As a
result, installation is significantly simplified, requiring very little cabling,
minimising installation cost and the potential for wiring failures.

Fully redundant audio and control systems
The C10 comes with a high degree of redundancy as standard; dual redundant
PSUs, mirrored raid 1 HDDs, duplicate display outputs. Individual control
surface tiles, or bays, can be switched off during operation without affecting
the audio, and their operation seamlessly transferred to other tiles/bays. Full
1+1 redundancy is also available as an option for all mission critical console
elements.

Internal self-testing, error-correcting software
Self-healing DSP provides fast, fault-tolerant processing recovery in under
200ms. The console’s code includes SSL’s own built-in self-checking, 
self-healing software. Conditions which might result in a fault are therefore
quickly detected, and resolved before they are ever realised.

Diagnostics and Fault Prevention
Internal SNMP diagnostics monitors key critical system elements and generates alerts
to help prevent problems. In addition to SNMP, C10 features extensive Remote
Diagnostics capability, available either to client support teams within client Firewalls
or by SSL support staff located externally if Firewall access is permitted. 

WCNC, USA
“The console is very intuitive and
the ideas behind the technology
make sense. The C10 is super easy
to use, especially for our second
tier engineers, powerful and the
SSL support people are amazing.”

Jodi Winterton
Broadcast Engineer
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Built in processing & I/O,
seamless integration,
exemplary support, total
reliability and ultimate
peace of mind…

I/O Options 

Alpha-Link LIVE-R & 8RMP Cost-effective multi-use I/O
Alpha-Link LIVE-R is a stand-alone
audio converter that can be specified
as low cost console I/O. It provides
bi-directional conversion between
64ch MADI fibre I/O, 24ch line level
analogue and 24ch AES3 digital I/O
simultaneously. The Alpha-Link

8RMP is an 8ch mic pre to 8ch analogue line converter. Up to three 8RMP units
connect to an Alpha-Link Live and can be remotely controlled by the C100 via the
Alpha-Link Live MADI fibre cabling.

B-RIO - High density local I/O 
B-RIO provides up to 256 channels of
advanced, modular local console I/O,
customised to meet your
requirements. B-RIO connects to the
console using standard MADI fibre.
Control data and SNMP diagnostics
are embedded in the cabling. 
B-RIO offers 5 card slots which can
house a combination of Mic/Line,
Line and AES3 digital cards.

MORSE I/O Sharing Application Example

MORSE Router
For multi-studio broadcast facilities the
MORSE Router provides a flexible solution for
sharing audio I/O between multiple studios
and control rooms and managing related
control data. The MORSE resource sharing

system is configured from a standalone computer but allows seamless reallocation of
projects and signal feeds without any re-plugging, controlled from the console surface.
The MORSE Router can be used with both C10 and C100 consoles.

Additional I/O Options
• SDI-MADI: A 3G SDI audio de-embedder providing four auto sensing SDI Inputs

to MADI and AES Digital Audio Outputs.

• MADI-Dante Bridge: Fully redundant 1U unit that provides a 64ch @ 48kHz
interface between any MADI device and a Dante IP Audio network. 

• Remote GPIO: A 1U unit which can provide up to 48 channels of GP input and
output connected to the console network via Ethernet.

MORSE Stagebox - Modular versatile I/O stagebox 
MORSE Stageboxes provide an I/O
solution wherever you need it. Each
Stagebox offers 56 channels of modular
I/O connected to the console via MADI
fibre with control data embedded in the

cabling. Each MORSE Stagebox offers 14 card slots which can house a combination
of Mic/Line, Line, AES3 digital and SDI (HD or SD) Embedder/De-embedder cards.

Routing and Resource Sharing

The C10 has up to eight built-in MADI-over-fibre-optic digital audio connections
enabling interfacing with a broad range of peripheral physical I/O. SSL offers a
range of audio connection and converter solutions that enable connectivity to
be scaled to match requirements and budget.

The C10 offers the exceptional level of reliability broadcasters require. All of the
C10’s console computer systems are 100% proprietary, so our system is
extremely stable, firewalled and 100% virus-proof. The C10 features internal 
self-testing, error-correcting software so conditions which might result in a fault
are quickly detected and resolved before they cause problems. The C10 provides
extensive SNMP remote diagnostics software, allowing remote, automated
console interrogation, significantly streamlining maintenance operations. The
C10 system takes redundancy to the next level with capability to run two
completely mirrored system set ups each with their own processing and I/O
hardware, with a single control surface. Maintenance of a fully mirrored system
means that in the unlikely event of a failure, switch over from the main to
backup system is almost instant with current project settings intact.
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Hardware architecture:
- Frame sizes from 8+8 to 40+8 faders, with dual mains inlets and redundant PSUs
- Embedded Blackrock processor core with RAID 1 disk array, providing console control interface
and self-healing audio processing

- Cost option to upgrade to dual Blackrock processor cores, offering 1+1 redundancy for CPU,
DSP, MADI I/O, SSD, and file system

- 4 MADI I/O ports offering up to 256 channel audio interfacing, with embedded control data for
all SSL I/O solutions

- Cost option to upgrade to 8 MADI I/O ports, offering up to 512 channel audio interfacing 
- Embedded Integration Computer providing secured network login for file management, SNMP
and remote diagnostics

- 12 opto-isolated inputs and 12 contact closure outputs for general purpose interfacing (GPI/O) 
- Option to expand GPI/O via network controlled 24 or 48 channel 1U units
- Production automation interface

DSP architecture:
- Up to 160 full mono input channels, each with dedicated 4-band EQ, Comp/Lim, Alt. Input, Insert and Direct Output
- 16 dedicated mono Mix Minus buses with insert points, can be stereo-linked
- 8 dedicated mono Aux buses with insert points, can be stereo-linked
- 16 dedicated ASG buses, formatted as 8 x stereo or 2 x 5.1 & 2 x stereo, with inserts and comp/lim processing
- 12 dedicated PGM buses, formatted as 2 x stereo, 2 x 5.1, or 1 x 5.1 & 1 x stereo, with inserts, comp/lim, and LFE filters
- 64 Delay modules, 5.4 seconds each, assignable to input channels, Audio Sub Group (ASG) buses and PGM buses or used a
standalone delay channels to feed monitoring and comms circuits

- Independent stereo PFL and AFL monitoring
- 4 x 12 way external monitor source selectors (5.1/stereo)
- 16 mono direct inputs with level, on/off and AFL, can be linked for stereo/5.1 operation and can feed any and all console buses
- 2 communications mixes, each with 2 x stereo source selection, level, on/off, AFL, T/B and on-air mute logic
- 3 monitor buses, in 5.1, stereo and stereo/mono formats, with insert point, source selection, solo/mute, phase and level control
- In-built 5.1 BLITS tone generator routes to all 5.1 format PGM, ASG, Channel and Utility Buses

C10 HD PLUS Specification

Configuration Height Width Depth Weight
8+8 Configuration...............99.7cm (38.5")............64.8cm (25.6").............76.8cm (30.2").............55Kg (121lbs)
16+8 Configuration .............99.7cm (38.5")............93.3cm (36.8") .............76.8cm (30.2").............69Kg (152lbs)
24+8 Configuration .............99.7cm (38.5")............121.8cm (48") ..............76.8cm (30.2").............83Kg (183lbs)
32+8 Configuration ............99.7cm (38.5")............150.3cm (59.2")............76.8cm (30.2").............97Kg (214lbs)
40+8 Configuration.............99.7cm (38.5”)............178.8cm (70.4”) ...........76.8cm (30.2").............111kg (245lbs)

C10 can be supplied without end trim which reduces the console width by 7.4cm (2.9”) 

C10 HD PLUS Dimensions
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